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Abstract: We reveal errors in aggregate-level turnout measures in the US, UK and Sweden. In many cases,
errors in measurement exceed substantive effects for institutional and event-based explanations of voter turnout:
We find: 1) Errors in the vote numerator in the IDEA database sufficient to reverse the 1980-2016 trend in US
VAP turnout; 2) VAP and VEP are increasingly diverging because of higher rates of non-eligible immigrants;
3) errors in the registration denominator in the IDEA database large enough to create an erroneous 18
percentage point fall in US RV turnout between 2004 and 2008, and 4) underestimation of RV turnout due to
inaccuracies in the voter register up to 11.5 percentage points in the UK and 20 percentage points in the US.
In sum, aggregate-level turnout measurement is so flawed that current claims about levels and explanations of
turnout using them are practically meaningless.

Comparative studies of aggregate level turnout generally use registered voters (RV) or voting age population
(VAP) as denominators for turnout measurement. RV turnout will be mismeasured when the electoral register
contains inaccurate entries. VAP turnout is a poor proxy for voting eligible population (VEP) turnout when
there are substantial numbers of ineligible residents. We compare the UK, US and Sweden’s turnout figures
with 1) alternative sources, 2) VEP turnout and 3) corrected versions of RV turnout accounting for inaccurate
registers. We find: 1) Errors in the vote numerator in the IDEA database sufficient to reverse the 1980-2016
trend in US VAP turnout; 2) VAP and VEP are increasingly diverging because of higher rates of non-eligible
immigrants; 3) errors and inconsistencies in the registration denominator in the IDEA database large enough
to imply an 18 percentage point fall in US RV turnout between 2004 and 2008 that never happened, and
4) underestimation of RV turnout due to inaccuracies in the voter register and dual-registration up to 11.5
percentage points in the UK and 20 percentage points in the US. These errors are substantially larger than
most substantive findings concerning levels of turnout.

This paper reveals four types of error in the measurement of aggregate turnout, and estimates of their size.
When we consider how turnout is defined and measured, it is obvious that errors exist.1 What is novel,
surprising and concerning is that the magnitude of the errors revealed in this paper exceed many or all
of the substantive findings in the literature. We demonstrate that: the magnitude of these errors across
denominators, comparing three countries in particular: the US, UK, and Sweden. We choose the US and
UK because they lack automatic voter registration and unique voter identifiers, whereas Sweden uses unique
citizen identifiers and automatically registers eligible residents; the dynamic nature of these errors, which
means they cannot be controlled for as fixed effects, and; the change in errors between elections can exceed
the real changes in turnout, introducing variation that is incorrectly attributed to other time-varying factors.

Substantively we are usually interested in VEP turnout: the turnout among people who could vote in the
election. VAP turnout, by contrast, combines people who decide whether to vote or not, with people who
legally cannot even if they wanted to (ineligible residents). There is considerable cross-national and temporal
variation in the number of ineligible residents due to immigration. Similarly, RV turnout ignores those
who could vote but do not because they are unregistered and there is large cross-national variation in the
completeness and accuracy of the electoral registers.

Although we are generally interested in VEP turnout, data on VAP and RV turnout is more readily available.
Cancela and Geys (2016) find that from 185 aggregate turnout studies, 60 defined turnout using VAP, 90

1The online appendices summarize when turnout problems have been previously recognized.
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used RV and just 27 used VEP.

1 1. Incorrect US vote numerators in the IDEA database

The first source of error we discuss is the inconsistency and inaccuracy of turnout measurement in the Institute
for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) Voter Turnout database (the most widely used data source
for aggregate turnout research2).3 We evaluate IDEA’s measurement of US vote numerators against the Elect
Project’s figures (Mcdonald and Popkin 2001) (which also match election results from other sources).

Rather than using official results to measure the numerator, IDEA uses the Current Population Survey’s
(CPS) estimate from respondent self-report, except in 2012. The CPS figure substantially exceeds official
vote totals. The Census Bureau points to invalid ballots as a potential explanation for why official figures
might differ from the CPS’s vote totals. However, the 1980 gap is 6,550,779 votes (7.6% of all votes), an
implausibly high estimates of invalidballots. A more plausible explanation is that respondents overstate their
turnout due to social desirability bias and forgetfulness (Fullerton, Dixon, and Borch 2007).

Even if we accept the (doubtful) premise that the CPS’s turnout estimates are more accurate, survey based
reporting is not used in most other countries in IDEA’s database. Moreover, IDEA is not even internally
consistent. It uses the FEC’s official vote totals in 2012, creating a discontinuity in the time series.4

The effects of this decision are substantial. We find that IDEA’s estimate of VAP turnout is consistently
above that of Mcdonald and Popkin (2001), with a 5.6 percentage point gap in 1988 falling to 0.02 by 2012
(figure 1). The sources disagree whether VAP turnout rose or fell since 1980.

2 2. VAP and VEP are diverging over time

Despite VEP’s theoretical superiority over VAP (given substantive interest in turnout among possible voters),
VAP is often substituted because of data limitations, assuming any bias is small (Blais and Dobrzynska 1998).
However, the non-eligible portion of the VAP cannot legally vote and turnout change can reflect the changing
proportion of eligible voters over time, rather than turnout propensity. In the US, studies of VEP figures
give a substantially different picture of turnout change over time than studies that use VAP (Mcdonald and
Popkin 2001; Holbrook and Heidbreder 2010), and a study using VEP turnout cross-nationally found different
substantive results (Stockemer 2016). We quantify this bias by comparing VAP (corrected for IDEA errors)
with VEP turnout for the US, UK and Sweden.

We make use of Mcdonald and Popkin (2001)’s US VEP turnout measures, as they are transparent estimates
with reasonable sourcing.

Given the high accuracy and completeness of Sweden’s population registers (Statistics Sweden 2010) which
the voter register is based on, we use the Swedish RV turnout estimate as our VEP estimate.

UK, Irish or Commonwealth citizens who are UK residents over age 18 can vote in Parliamentary Elections.
Additionally, prisoners and members of the House of Lords are ineligible. To measure VEP we estimate
which individuals have relevant citizenships. This can be complicated because some people hold multiple
citizenships. We use the Annual Population Survey’s (APS) measure of nationality. While this is not strictly
equivalent to citizenship, it is only 0.3 percentage points different from our estimate using the UK census (see

2Google Scholar returns 3,010 results for “Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance” + “turnout”
3Full details of data sources are available in supplementary file full_source_list.xlsx.
4For other analyses in this paper we recalculate US VAP and RV turnout using McDonald’s vote numerator. IDEA is also

inconsistent: including spoilt ballots in the UK numerator except in 2015, 2005, 2001 and 1997. These compose around 0.5%
of ballots but their arbitrary inclusion could affect substantive results. For subsequent analyses we use numerators excluding
invalid ballots.
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Figure 1: Elect Project and IDEA US VAP turnout
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Figure 2: Percentage point difference between VEP and VAP turnout for Sweden, UK and US

online appendix). Additionally, we remove UK prisoners from the denominator but do not correct for the
overseas UK citizens (can vote for 15 years after emigrating) population due to data limitations.5

Figure 2 shows how closely VAP turnout approximates VEP turnout in each country, and how this changes
over time.

In Sweden, turnout underestimation is relatively constant until the mid-1990s, before falling substantially,
then rising in the two most recent elections. This seems to relate to Sweden’s pattern of immigration booms
and busts. In the US, there has been an upwards trend in the inaccuracy of VEP as a VAP substitute, which
plateaus in the 2000s.

In the UK the VAP-VEP gap varies over time, and has been steadily increasing from 2005 to 2017.6 The
gap increased from 1.7 (2001 and 2005) to 5.6 (2016 and 2017) percentage points, mostly due to higher EU
migration. In each country and election the variation in measurement error will lead to an incorrect inference
about true variation in the aggregate turnout level. The errors are highly autocorrelated (r = 0.76 at lag 1),
meaning errors are likely to be confounded with changes in turnout that researchers wish to study. In all
three cases, the errors are sufficiently non-linear that it would be difficult to choose a theory-free modelling
strategy robust to these biases.

5See the appendix for rough calculations suggesting that overseas voters increase rather than decrease the existing over time
error trend for UK VEP versus VAP turnout.

6The flattening trend in 2017 may be real or could reflect the fact that 2017 VEP uses the 2016 APS.
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3 3. Inconsistent sourcing of US registration figures imply an
illusory 18 percentage point fall in turnout

We check US RV estimates against the Election Administration and Voting Survey (EAVS) which asks
election administrators about the number of registrations and votes after each election by state. Although
EAVS began in 2004, its report attempts to construct a comparable time series back to 1964.7 EAVS does
not attempt to correct inaccurate registration, meaning that EAVS measures register entries not registered
individuals.

IDEA uses two different sources for US RV. Prior to 2008, IDEA gathered information on RV from each state,
although no details are given. From 2008, IDEA uses EAVS data. IDEA therefore uses surveys to measure
US vote totals, but official statistics for the RV denominator.

We can compare the effect of the change in IDEA’s sources because EAVS began in 2004 but IDEA did not
change sources until 2008.. IDEA reports RV as increasing by 48,391,401 from 2004-2008. However, the
EAVS figures only show a 13,110,558 increase. Figure 3 shows the different implied registration rates from
EAVS, IDEA and the CPS. IDEA shows a dramatic rise in registration rates between 2004 and 2008, but the
others do not. The IDEA US RV turnout series has a huge discontinuity and should be avoided. The figure
demonstrates that US RV turnout is highly inconsistently measured in IDEA, in a way that is likely to drown
out any real variation in RV turnout. We use EAVS data for RV turnout comparisons in the rest of the paper.

4 4. Inaccurate and duplicate entries in electoral registers mean
US and UK RV turnout are hugely underestimated

The RV turnout denominator is assumed to be the number of registered voters (Russell et al. 2002) but
what is reported is the number of register entries. Register entries can exceed registered voters due to legal
dual-registration (for second-home owners, students registered at home and university addresses)8 or register
inaccuracy, defined by the UK Electoral Commission as:

“entries which have become redundant (for example, due to home movement), which are ineligible and have
been included unintentionally, or which are fraudulent.” (Electoral Commission, Office for National Statistics,
and National Records of Scotland 2014)

To quantify this bias we propose two approaches for correcting the RV denominator. One starts from the RV
figure and removes the proportion of inaccurate register entries. The second starts from our VEP estimate
and removes the number unregistered.

4.1 RV * Accuracy

The UK Electoral Commission estimated register accuracy in 1981, 2011, 2014, and 2015. We use linear
interpolation to fill in estimates for missing years. Accuracy is relatively stable between 1981 (88%) and 2014
(86%) but jumped in 2015 (91%), after the UK made voter registration an individual rather than household
responsibility.

Accuracy accounts for entries on the electoral register that should not be there, but does not cover legitimate
dual-registration. There are no data on the number of dual registrants, and the Electoral Commission does not
collect this, but we can estimate an upper bound of 2.3 million students and 5.2 million second home owners
or 16% of the 2017 register. That figure is a substantial overestimate because both groups contain ineligible

7Table 2b gives voter registration for 50 states and DC in 2004 that exactly equals its estimate of voter registration across all
US territories including Puerto Rico, which has 2.4 million RV in 2004. Nonetheless, this table constitutes the best summary of
official voter registration for the US. We use EAVS’s 2004-2016 registration estimates (removing Puerto Rico etc).

8UK eligible voters can legally vote in two local elections, but not twice in a general election.
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Figure 3: US registration rates from different sources. Note: IDEA and EAVS registration rate is calculated
using a VEP denominator, whereas CPS use a Citizen-VAP denominator.
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Figure 4: Underestimate of RV turnout, as compared with the two approaches for calculating the true RV
turnout for Sweden, UK and US.

residents, and many will not be registered twice. Nonetheless, this group further inflates the measurement of
the UK RV denominator.

We do not have comparable accuracy data for the US. However, Pew estimated that 13% of entries on the
2012 voter register were inaccurate, a figure they say “likely underestimates” true inaccuracy.

4.2 VEP * Completeness

The UK Electoral Commission published estimates of the proportion of eligible voters registered (completeness)
in 1981, 1990, 2000, 2010, 2011, 2014, and 2015. This is a strong assumption for completeness which varies
substantially: falling from 91.5% in 2000 to 82.3% in 2011. We use linear interpolation to fill the gaps.

We measure US completeness using the CPS which asks self-reported registration (we follow the approach of
Hur and Achen (2013) to code missing cases for the voting and registration questions). Since respondents
generally over-report participatory acts, these surveys will over-estimate registered voters. However, because
the sampling unit is the individual, the CPS does not double count registered individuals. Any errors
estimated by comparing RV turnout to the CPS are therefore a lower bound on the level of error in US RV
turnout estimates. As an additional adjustment, we reduce the number of registered voters by 12.2% in line
with validation estimates from Fullerton, Dixon, and Borch (2007). This figure is likely to be reasonably
accurate, as Hur and Achen (2013) report that the overestimate of turnout in the CPS is similar to that of
academic surveys.

Figure 4 shows the extent to which official estimates of RV turnout (correcting for the IDEA numerator and
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denominator errors) underestimate true RV turnout (calculated by accounting for inaccurate registrations
in the UK and US). In both countries, the corrected estimates of RV turnout differ drastically from the
uncorrected versions.

Official UK RV turnout is consistently lower than either of the corrected RV turnout measures. The corrected
versions differ from each other, but are consistently closer to each other than official RV turnout. Using both
measures and all elections, official UK turnout is 9.4 percentage points too low, on average.9

Figure 4 shows that US RV turnout rates are very poorly estimated (even after correcting for IDEA’s errors).
In 2016, US RV turnout could have been underestimated by as much as 20 percentage points or 10 if the
CPS has no registration over-reporting. Worryingly, from a comparative perspective, this error has been
increasing (from 1996). The most likely cause of this divergence is the 1993 Motor Voter Act that only allows
registrants to be removed if they fail to vote in two consecutive federal general elections and do not respond
to a removal notice. This guarantees that a reasonable proportion of the electoral registers are inaccurate, an
error which appears to compound over time. If EAVS’s reported registration rate continues to increase at the
same pace (figure 3), it will exceed 100% by the 2036 election.

The accuracy * VEP measure of RV turnout (only in 2012) broadly corroborates the CPS based correction.
Given that Pew believe their inaccuracy figure is conservative, the 10.1 percentage point underestimate of
turnout is entirely consistent with our estimate that US RV turnout is underestimated by 16.3 percentage
points in 2012 (based on the CPS and correcting for misreporting).

Overall our results demonstrate that RV turnout is very poorly measured in the UK and the US, even
after correcting the sourcing to match the best-available registration figures. We do not investigate RV
turnout figures in other countries, however it is unlikely we have simply stumbled upon two extreme examples.
The ACE Electoral Knowledge Network is a forum for Election Administration Practitioners to discuss
best practices. Discussions of voter list quality are common and many countries face electoral registration
challenges (ACE Practitioner’s Network 2017). Any country which does not use national population registers
to automatically register voters almost certainly underestimates RV turnout by an unknown and time-varying
amount.

The gap between official RV turnout and corrected versions does not necessarily imply problems with voter
registration systems. For election administrators and policymakers a degree of inaccuracy may be acceptable
in order to maximize the number of people exercising their voting rights. However, just because a level of
error is a sensible policy choice, this does not mean that political scientists can ignore measurement errors.

5 Benchmarking the errors

Measurement error has important substantive implications. For VAP (figure 5), IDEA suggests that UK
turnout has not greatly recovered from its 2001 decline, whereas VEP suggests a sustained rise since 2001.
The US VAP IDEA measure suggests turnout has been slowly declining since 1980, whereas VEP shows a
gradual rise in turnout over this period. Sweden’s measures show broadly the same over-time pattern, but
VEP shows that the turnout gaps between Sweden, and the US and UK is much larger than VAP implies.
Combined these differences suggest contradictory trends in the differences between countries. VAP suggests
that the turnout gap between the UK and Sweden has increased over time, whereas VEP suggests it has
decreased.

For RV turnout (figure 6), IDEA show a precipitous decline in US turnout since 1980. It also suggests that
the UK had much lower RV turnout than the other countries until the 2015 election. The corrected measures
show that US RV turnout has been rapidly increasing, overtaking Sweden and the UK during this time period.

9It is not clear which corrected turnout method more accurately measures UK RV turnout. The VEP-based measure has two
sources of uncertainty: completeness and measurement of VEP. Completeness is based on sampled estimates from the Electoral
Commission using either the census or a probability sample. It is believed to worsen throughout the year due to population
movement. The VEP measure also has sampling error from using APS rather than census data. The accuracy-adjusted RV
measure also has potential error. Accuracy is estimated based on sampling. Additionally, this measure of RV turnout cannot
account for legitimate dual-registrants. However, all measures agree that official UK RV turnout is substantially underestimated.
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Figure 5: VAP turnout in IDEA compared with best available VEP turnout estimates

The UK is also less of an outlier, with only moderately lower turnout than Sweden and initially higher RV
turnout than the US. The results suggest that the major difference in turnout between these countries is
registration rather than voting conditional on being registered.

Table 1 compares the errors we have identified in our analysis to the substantive turnout results found in the
top political science journals.10 Three errors exceed all substantive findings in the turnout literature and four
exceed the standard deviation of IDEA’s RV and VAP turnout across all OECD countries.

Another way to think about these errors is to consider how large changes in these errors are compared
with changes in turnout overall. Averaging across the absolute RV turnout change in all OECD countries
(according to IDEA), RV turnout change by 4.3 percentage points per decade (based on coefficient on year
term in separate regression models for each country since 1980). For comparison, the error in RV turnout
measurement in the US and UK changed by an average of 3.5 percentage points per decade. 81% of the size
of the actual change across all OECD countries. The relative size of the trend in VAP-VEP error is smaller
(1.3 percentage points per decade), but is still 31% of the size of the absolute change in VAP turnout across
the OECD countries. To sum up, error in the measurement of RV and VAP turnout are large enough to be
driving a significant portion of apparent over time change in RV and VAP turnout.

The comparisons in Table 1 imply that many political science estimates about aggregate level turnout may
be spurious.

10See online appendices for sources for each effect estimate.
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Table 1: Selection of effect sizes in the aggregate turnout literature published in high profile journals (AJPS,
Journal of Peace Studies, CPS, BJPS, Electoral Studies, Party Politics, and JOP), and aggregate turnout
errors discovered in this paper.

Variable Effect
**Highest underestimate of US RV turnout** 20.4
**Spurious fall in US RV turnout 2004-2008** 18.2
**Average overestimate of Sweden-US RV turnout gap 2000-2017** 13.1
Public broadcasting system 13.1
Compulsory voting 12.7
**Highest underestimate of UK RV turnout** 11.5
SD average VAP turnout across countries 11.3
SD average RV turnout across countries 10.0
**Average overestimate of Sweden-UK RV turnout gap 2000-2017** 9.7
Free TV time 9.1
High importance election 8.4
Incumbent president running 5.9
**Lowest underestimate of UK RV turnout** 5.8
Proportional system 5.7
Second round election -5.7
Campaign funding limits -5.3
**Error in IDEA estimate of US VAP turnout decline 1984-2012** 4.8
**Gap between US VEP and VAP in 2008** 4.7
Mean change in VAP turnout between two elections 4.3
**VAP underestimate of UK VEP turnout increase 2001-2017** 3.7
1 SD increase in party system polarization 3.7
Mean change in RV turnout between two elections 3.6
**Average overestimate of US-UK RV turnout gap 2000-2017** 3.4
Simultaneous executive election 3.2
1 SD increase in electoral volatility 3.0
1 SD increase in Least squares index of disproportionality -2.1
1 SD increase in FDI stocks (log) -2.0
Terrorist attack 2.0
1 SD increase in veto players -0.7
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6 Conclusions

We have found a series of problems with measurement of voter turnout, which call into question research
relying on official turnout statistics and databases such as IDEA, as well as the use of RV and VAP turnout
at all. We find four types of errors in aggregate turnout measurement:

1. Errors in the vote numerator in the IDEA database. In the US case, this is sufficient to reverse the
trend in VAP turnout between 1980 and 2016.

2. VAP and VEP are increasingly diverging across all three countries because of higher rates of non-eligible
immigrants.

3. Errors and inconsistencies in the registration denominator in the IDEA database. In the US case, these
are large enough to imply an 18 percentage point fall in RV turnout between 2004 and 2008 that never
happened.

4. Underestimation of RV turnout due to inaccuracies in the voter register and dual-registration. This
underestimation is as large as 11.5 percentage points in the UK and 20 percentage points in the US.

Our findings mean the turnout researchers must make concrete changes. First, given the numerous and large
errors in the IDEA database, researchers should not use this data source until it has been thoroughly checked
and corrected. IDEA includes errors in the vote numerator so large that they imply opposite conclusions
about the direction of US turnout over time and an 18 percentage point fall in RV turnout between 2004 and
2008 that never happened.

Second, researchers should stop using VAP turnout. With high rates of immigration around the world, it is
increasingly inaccurate, meaning there will be time-correlated errors in VAP’s approximation of VEP (just
consider the effect of the 1.2 million asylum seekers who entered Germany in a two-year period).

Third, researchers should also stop using RV turnout except when their research question is explicitly about
voting conditional on being registered. With some exceptions (i.e. Sweden) RV turnout is not a good proxy for
VEP turnout, and most theories of turnout apply more to the holistic process of registering and voting than
the narrow process of voting once registered. Even where RV turnout is substantively justified, comparative
researchers should not use RV turnout unless they have accounted for inaccuracies and dual-registration,
which neither official figures (outside of countries with population registers) nor turnout databases currently
do.

Fourth, researchers should instead use VEP turnout for most analyses. Mcdonald and Popkin (2001) has
carefully calculated such measures in the US. Researchers are beginning to construct comparative measures of
VEP turnout (although these still rely on IDEA for some numbers) (Stockemer 2016), so there are emerging
alternatives for the discipline to use. However, these have not filtered into applied research so far (Stockemer
2017). While these estimates will inevitably involve assumptions, VAP and RV measures are demonstrably
worse.

Researchers should conduct a wider assessment of the quality of measurement in the field. Turnout measure-
ment errors are so large and varying across country and over time that substantive conclusions based on
this flawed data may easily be entirely meaningless. It seems unlikely that turnout is the only variable in
comparative politics research that is this poorly measured.
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Online Appendices

Previous recognition of turnout problems

The potential problems with VAP turnout as a proxy for VEP turnout have been recognized for a long time.
Mcdonald and Popkin (2001) showed just how problematic VAP measurement was in the US case, showing
that apparent declines in voter turnout were drive by the divergence between VAP and VEP. However, the
comparative literature has largely ignored this finding and continued to use VAP turnout, even in the case of
the US where it had been demonstrated to be incorrect. For instance Franklin (2004) writes:

“However, the denominator is another matter, and the figure that constitutes the denominator in the calculation
of turnout is also the denominator in calculating the proportion of new voters. For most countries this figure
is the number of registered voters; but for the United States it is conventional to report turnout on the basis
of the voting age population.”

More generally, researchers have tended to mention problems with RV or VAP turnout only in the context of
explaining why they are using the other one. Stockemer (2017) summarizes the situation as:

“While some authors justify the use of one measure over individuals who are eligible to vote, but who choose
not to register. The degree of this overestimation depends on the voter registration requirements. VAP
turnout can either underestimate or over- estimate turnout. It might underestimate turnout if the number of
non-eligible residents (e.g. foreigners) is higher than the number of nationals living abroad. Vice versa, if the
number of nationals living abroad exceeds the number of foreigners in a country, then VAP turnout should
overestimate electoral participation.”

Stockemer is also leading the effort to develop comparative measures of VEP turnout (Stockemer 2016).
These measures calculate ineligible residents and eligible expats through migration flows data. He finds
differences in the size and significance of several predictors of turnout when comparing across VEP, VAP and
RV turnout.

This is an important first step towards generating new measures, although it still does not account for the
complexities of, for instance, the British case, where many foreign citizens are eligible to vote and many
expats are not. It also does not account for errors’ in IDEA’s measurement of the numerator in the US (and
any other yet to be discovered errors in the IDEA database). Political science should make it a priority to
fund extensions of this work that account for all the complexities of each country case.

A typical example of such a justification comes from a footnote by Baek (2009):

“Some previous studies measure turnout by the percentage of the registered population who cast a ballot
(e.g., Blais and Dobrzynska 1998; Crewe 1981; Franklin 1996). The voting-age population measure runs the
risk of underestimating actual turnout rates because the number of the voting-age population might include
noneligible voters such as noncitizens. In contrast, the other tends to overestimate turnout, particularly of the
undeveloped countries or the countries with a strict registration requirement (e.g., the United States). In my
sample, the risk of overestimating turnout by using the registered voters as a denominator seems significantly
higher than the alternative, because it includes many undeveloped countries. Thus, I select turnout based on
the voting-age population”

We have not found any existing reports of concerns with the basic quality of the numerator data. Franklin
(2004) argues that:

“The total number of votes cast is always reported, and this number is as near to being cross-nationally
comparable as any statistic in comparative political research.”

Problems with voter registers are widely recognized (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2012; Electoral Commission,
Office for National Statistics, and National Records of Scotland 2014; Electoral Commission 2010), but less
often linked to potential effects on the measurement of RV turnout.
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The ACE Encyclopaedia’s entry on Voter Registration (ACE Electoral Knowledge Network 2013) states that:

“Opinions differ about the usefulness of non-voting purges. Some kind of purge may be necessary to
prevent problems with list currency. Inflated voters lists do nothing to enhance the reputation of election
administrators and distort voter turnout rates. Automatic non-voting purges may be somewhat harsh,
but some observers see strong justification for notifying people that they may be removed from the list unless
they respond within a specified time.”

Similarly Denver, Carman, and Johns (2012) recognizes that inaccuracy could have substantive effects:

“Practical considerations also relate to the accuracy of the electoral registers on which turnout calculation are
based. If the registers in some constituencies are more inaccurate than in others - due to including more
people who have moved away from the area or have died - then they will report lower turnouts; very low
turnouts tend to be found in inner-city constituencies, for example”

These problems are also obliquely implied by the notes on the IDEA website (International Institute for
Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2017):

“The fact that some countries display a larger number of registered voters than voting age population (VAP)
might seem odd. In some cases this is the result of a typo or inaccurate information provided by the EMB,
but it might also be caused by a number of issues relating to both the process of registration and the
actual estimation of the figures. The first thing that is important to remember is that the figures for voting
age population are always based on estimates. As with all estimates, the numbers might be significantly
different from the true values. Also, worthy of notice is that the data collected for VAP on the one hand,
and the data for registered voters on the other, are acquired from different sources (mainly the Electoral
Management Body in the case of the latter, and UN Demographic Yearbook for the former). These sources
might in turn also use different estimates, resulting in discrepancies between the two measures. Finally,
the number of registered voters can be inaccurate if the voters list is flawed. There might
be asymmetries present in the registration process; some voters could be registered twice or
the authorities might have failed to remove certain people who are no longer eligible to vote
(such as deceased voters or voters who have left the country). This might be because of short-
comings in the way that registration of voters is organized (unclear delegation of responsibility
between institutions, problems of communication etc.) or because of other factors that might
over- or underestimate the actual number of registered voters.”

However, in none of these cases has any attempt been made to quantify the size of this potential bias or
address whether trends over time and other substantive findings could be affected by it.

Other data notes

We include the UK 2016 EU referendum because it was a high profile event with the same eligibility
requirements as General Elections.

British second home owners (Electoral Commission 2017b) and students (Electoral Commission 2017a) can
sometimes register at two addresses.

Other IDEA checks

For Sweden and the UK we compare IDEA’s figures against official sources.

IDEA measures VAP using the US Census Bureau’s international population estimates. IDEA’s 2015 UK
estimate of VAP exactly matches this estimate and is only 75,910 different from the 2015 APS estimates
combined with the ONS’s centenarian estimates (Office for National Statistics 2016). The remaining gap
appears to reflect differences in assumptions (e.g. de facto (US Census Bureau 2013) versus usually-resident
population). Overall, the IDEA VAP estimates are likely to be reasonable.
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IDEA’s figures for Sweden’s votes and RV are reproducible in every election from 1979 to 2014. In one case,
two sources disagreed on vote totals by 123 and in another case on RV by 245. The number of voters always
included invalid ballots. The IDEA figures for Sweden are highly accurate.

In the UK, IDEA’s vote totals matched sources within 3,000 votes (around 0.005% of register entries). For
RV, we found an exact match except in 2017, where the House of Commons library (which IDEA states is
their source) gives the number of registered voters as 10,858 higher.

Eligible Countries for British Voting

Eligible.countries
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Australia
Bahamas, The
Barbados
Belize
Bermuda
Botswana
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei
Cameroon
Canada
Cayman Islands
Cyprus (European Union)
Dominica
Falkland Islands
Fiji
Ghana
Gibraltar
Grenada
Guyana
India
Jamaica
Kenya
Kiribati
Lesotho
Malawi
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
Montserrat
Mozambique
Namibia
New Zealand
Nigeria
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and Oeno Islands
Republic of Ireland
Rwanda
Seychelles
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Eligible.countries
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Solomon Islands
South Africa
Sri Lanka
St Helena
St Kitts and Nevis
St Lucia
St Vincent and the Grenadines
Swaziland
Tanzania
Trinidad and Tobago
Turks and Caicos Islands
Uganda
United Kingdom
Vanuatu
Zambia
Zimbabwe

British Overseas Voters

The situation is complicated further by the fact that overseas citizens were ineligible to vote until 1985 when
the time limit was created at 5 years, this was expanded to 20 in 1989 and reduced down to the current 15 in
2000. The overseas eligible population means that the VAP turnout may even overestimate VEP turnout in
some years. A final complication is that the emigration rate of British citizens has not been constant over
time. While the absolute numbers of emigrants are noisy but trendless, the proportion of British citizens
emigrating seems to be declining.

The only clear statement on this comes from the MP Christopher Chope in 2016, who claimed that 2 million
overseas voters are eligible (of the 5 million overseas British citizens). However, it is not clear what source is
used for this, and it provides no guidance for estimating past proportions. A very approximate calculation
suggests this figure is somewhat too high. The 1999-2013 International Passenger Survey (IPS) data suggests
that 2.26 million British citizens emigrated in this time period. However, 1.35 million British citizens also
immigrated to the UK in this time and the 2013 IPS shows that 65% of British immigrants (in 2013) had
left the UK less than ten years ago. We can then apply the return time proportions to the flows for each
year to get a percentage of the 1.35 million who are reducing the eligible overseas population. Because the
categories of return are not broken out in detail, this gives us a figure between 1.4 and 1.7 million overseas
UK citizens when using the upper or lower bounds of the proportions who returned within 1-4 or 5-9 years.
These numbers would be lower again when including those UK citizens who returned 10-15 years after leaving.
The absolute lower bound assuming all returnees left within the last 15 years is 900,000 overseas eligible
voters (although this is definitely too low an estimate). These figures do not adjust for emigrants who were
under age 18 when they left. However, this is only around 4% of all British emigrants in 2013 and will be a
trivial number when we consider that most of the remainder will have reached age 18 by the 15 year mark. It
also does not adjust for the proportion of emigrants who had never registered to vote before they left the UK
(a figure we have no way of estimating but is very likely to be substantially above the overall registration rate
that averages around 90%).

Taking these together, we would expect that overseas voters will be a smaller proportion of the VEP over time
(after 1989), as a smaller proportion of British citizens 1) live overseas and 2) are within the time window to
vote.
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Comparing the APS and Census estimates of VEP in 2011

The English and Welsh 2011 census collected details of which passports people held. However, the Scottish
census did not ask this information (National Records of Scotland 2015). The passport data has some
complications. The available census tables do not break out all countries separately. However, they break out
the largest populations separately, and we therefore believe this will cover the vast majority of the eligible
population, even if some people from smaller Commonwealth countries are missed.

Another concern with the passport data is that a sizeable proportion of the population state that they have
no passport. While we cannot be certain of the nationality of people who state that they have no passport, a
crosstab of the passport data against country of birth shows that 97.6% of people without a passport were
born in the UK or Ireland, indicating that the no passport group can essentially be considered to be part
of the VEP. One advantage of the APS data over the publicly available census passport data is that the
nationality data from the APS lists every country origin for which the APS comes into contact with. We are
therefore confident that the set of countries we classify as ineligible or eligible is correct for this source.

In order to estimate whether the nationality data gives a reasonable estimate of VEP we estimate VEP for
England and Wales using the 2011 census and APS. We find that 94.8% of the English and Welsh population
are eligible to vote according to the census data and 94.4% of the population according to the nationality
data. The census estimate falls within the 95% confidence intervals from the APS.

Given the similarity of these two sources, we feel confident in using the APS to approximate the VEP in
Britain in each year. The APS nationality data is available for every year from 2001 onwards.
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